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PROFESSIONAL | COMMODORE DUO 

THIS DUO PACKS A ONE-TWO PUNCH
The Commodore DUO is a powerful multi-use machine that provides deep 
extraction and interim encapsulation technology in one.
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1 The dynamic solution

 Extraction and interim cleaning in one machine

 Change from interim to deep cleaning process at the turn of a switch—

no mechanical changeover needed 

 With the interim method using the iCapsol encapsulating chemical, the 

carpet is dry and ready for traffic in approximately 20 minutes.

 iCapsol interim cleaning process extends the time between scheduled 

deep extractions.

2 Smart design

 Efficiently designed for maximum maneuverability 

 Intuitive Control Panel for ease of use and training

 Built-in storage prevents time-wasting trips to get more supplies

 Ability to connect accessory wand or hand tool for detail work

3 Immaculately clean

 Floating dual 20-inch counter-rotating brushes agitate and permeate 

the cleaners into both sides of the carpet nap for even, thorough 

cleaning. No operator adjustment needed.

 Powerful dual overlapping vac shoes extract soil and solution fast 

and efficiently in the deep restorative mode; vacuum shoes are 

equipped with a glide strip to reduce surface friction

 iCapsol Interim cleaning process extends the time before re-soiling 

occurs and reduces wicking

4 Five ways to use DUO technology

 Encapsulation—extends time between deep extractions and  

reduces re-soiling.

 Deep extraction—deep, restorative cleaning.

 Pre-spray and rinse—cleaning of surface soiling and extraction of 

soil in carpet while leaving the carpet free of shampoo or detergent, 

reducing resoiling.

 Pre-spray and extraction—deep, restorative cleaning for very dirty carpet.

 Rinse only—surface cleaning of carpet to eliminate detergent and soap 

build-up, brightening the carpet and reducing resoiling.

This powerful duo packs a one-two punch.

Dynamic and productive, the Commodore DUO and Voyager DUO combine extraction and interim cleaning into one machine. Simply turn 

a switch and easily change from extraction to interim cleaning. Free up some space by replacing two machines with one, or improve 

your cleaning process by adding productive interim cleaning to the mix. Interim cleaning extends the time between scheduled deep 

extractions and improves your carpet's appearance. In interim mode, this machine operates at only 59 dBA which is ideal for daytime 

cleaning. 
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Technical Specifications and Order Numbers.

EQUIPMENT
Order No. Description

9.840-421.0 Commodore DUO, 36V 3x12 130 A/H batteries w/ 21A C50 automatic charger

9.840-422.0 Commodore DUO, 36V 3x12 195 A/H batteries w/ 21A C50 automatic charger

9.840-423.0 Commodore DUO, 36V 3x12 225 A/H batteries w/ 21A C50 automatic charger

9.840-424.0 Commodore DUO, 36V 3x12 234 A/H AGM batteries w/ 21A dual mode automatic charger

PRODUCTIVITY PACKS
Order No. Description

9.840-426.0 Commodore DUO, Two 36V 3x12 195 A/H batteries w/ 21A C175 automatic charger

9.840-427.0 Commodore DUO, Two 36V 3x12 225 A/H batteries w/ 21A C175 automatic charger

9.840-428.0 Commodore DUO, Two 36V 3x12 234 A/H AGM batteries w/ 21A dual mode automatic charger

COMMODORE DUO
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Cleaning path in 20

Solution/recovery capacity gal 19/17

Practical productivity - restorative/interim sq.ft/hr 13,200/6,000

Operating noise level dBA 63/71

Max operating speed - restorative/interim mph 0.63/1.25

Transport speed mph 2.9

Vacuum hp. stage .75 HP, 3

Water lift in 83.1

Pump pressure psi 100

Flow rate - restorative/interim gpm 1,05/0.25

Weight without batteries lbs 340

Dimensions (L x W x H) in 54 x 27 x 43

ACCESSORIES
Order No. Description

 8.628-341.0 Battery 12V 225 A/H, 3 required

 8.622-843.0 Battery 12V 234 A/H AGM, 3 required

 8.622-840.0 Battery 12V 130 A/H, 3 required

 8.622-841.0 Battery 12V 205 A/H, 3 required

 8.628-409.0 Charger 21A C175 automatic charger

 8.601-286.0 Charger 21A C50 automatic charger

 8.629-301.0 Charger 21A AGM automatic charger

  Included   Optional
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Please contact us for more information:

North America

4555 Airport Way 
Denver, CO 80239 U.S.A.

Phone +1 800 444-7654  
Fax  +1 866 271-0520

www.windsorkarchergroup.com
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